
Exam 1 MTH 229 Total Pts:100 9/26/2014

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Write all your solutions on the given blank papers.

1. Calculate the limit and find the horizontal asymptote(s). (12 Pts)

(a) lim
x→∞

2x2+2x−1
3−2x+x2 (b) lim

x→−∞
x4+x−4

3x2−2x+3
(c) lim

x→−∞
4x−1√

4x2+3x−2
(d) lim

x→∞

√
x4−3x2+2
2x2+3x+5

2. Evaluate the limit using lim
θ→0

sin θ
θ

= 1. (10 Pts)

(a) lim
x→0

sin 2x
5x

(b) lim
θ→0

sin θ
sin 5θ

(c) lim
h→0

sin(4h) tan(3h)
2h2

3. Evaluate the limit, if it exists. State one-sided limits if infinite. (20 Pts)

(a) lim
x→3

x2−x−6
x2−9

(b) lim
x→1

√
x−1
x−1

(c) lim
x→2

3x2−4x−4
2x2−8

(d) lim
x→2

x−5
x−2

(e) lim
x→−1

x+3
(x+1)2

4. Find the inverse of the function f(x) = x−2
x+3

. (8 Pts)

5. Find an equation of the line through (2,1) and perpendicular to y = 4x−3. (6 Pts)

6. Evaluate without using a calculator: log2 8, log(0.01), ln 4
√
e, log5

1
125

(8 Pts)

7. Find the functions f/g, f ◦ g, and g ◦ f for f(x) = x2 + 3, g(x) = 1
x+1

. (8 Pts)

8. Sketch the graph of an example of a function f that satisfies all of the given con-
ditions. State the equations of vertical and horizontal asymptotes. (10 Pts)
lim
x→−3

f(x) = ∞, lim
x→∞

f(x) = 2, lim
x→−∞

f(x) = −1, lim
x→2+

f(x) = ∞,

lim
x→2−

f(x) = −∞, f(1) = 0, lim
x→0

f(x) = 1, f(0) = 2.

9. From the graph in Number 10, find the following. (10 Pts)
(a) lim

x→1+
f(x) (b) lim

x→1−
f(x) (c) lim

x→1
f(x) (d) lim

x→−2+
f(x)

(e) lim
x→−2

f(x) (f) lim
x→2−

f(x) (g) lim
x→5+

f(x) (h) f(1)

10. From the given graph of y = f(x), find the points at which f(x) is discontinuous.
Check whether the graph is continuous from left or right at those points. (8 Pts)



Exam 2 MTH 229 Fall 2014 Total Pts:100 10/24/2014

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Do not write anything on question paper except your name.

1. Use the limit definition to compute f ′(x) for the function f(x) = x2 − 3x+ 4. Find
the equation of the tangent line to the curve y = f(x) at x = 1. (10 Pts)

2. Calculate the derivative and simplify whenever possible. (12× 4 = 48 Pts)
(a) f(x) = sinx

(x2−2x+3)3
(b) y = (tan−1 x) ln(x−1) (c) g(x) = sin(cos(ln(x2+2x−3)))

(d) y = ex
2−x

cotx+1
(e) h(x) = (2x2 − x+ 1) ln(tanx) (f) y = ln(cos x sin x)

(g) y = (2x3 − 3x+ 1) csc(2x) (h) y = (sin 3x+ sin3 x)
3
4 (i) y = sec4(e2x−1)

(j) y = (4 + (3x− x2)3)4 (k) y = cos(tan(esin(x
2+2))) (l) y =

√
x2 − 2x e3x

2

3. Find f ′(x) using the logarithmic differentiation. (10 Pts)

(a) f(x) = xex (b) f(x) =

√
(x2−2x)(3x3+3x+2)4

(3x+2)3

4. Find y′ for (a) sin y cos x = y, and (b) x3 + y3 = 6xy. (10 Pts)

5. At noon, ship A is 100 km west of ship B. Ship A is sailing south at 35 km/h and
ship B is sailing north at 25 km/h. How fast is the distance between the ships
changing at 4:00 P.M.? (8 Pts)

6. A ladder 10 ft long rests against a vertical wall. If the bottom of the ladder slides
away from the wall at a rate of 1 ft/s, how fast is the top of the ladder sliding down
the wall when the bottom of the ladder is 6 ft from the wall? (8 Pts)

7. Find the values of x at which the function y = f(x) is (a) discontinuous, (b) non-
differentiable (explain your answers). (6 Pts)



Instructor: Dr. Basant Karna
Exam 3 MTH 229 Fall 2014 Total Pts:100 11/21/2014

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Write all your solutions in the blank paper given to you.

1. Find the linearization L(x) of the function f(x) = x2 at a = 1 and use it to approximate
the numbers (1.1)2 and (0.9)2. (8 Pts)

2. Find the absolute maximum and absolute minimum values of f(x) = x3+x2−x on [−2, 2].
(8 Pts)

3. Summarize and then sketch the graph of a function that satisfies all of the conditions.
f ′(1) = f ′(−1) = 0, f ′(x) < 0 if − 1 < x < 1, x > 2, or x < −2,
f ′(x) > 0 if − 2 < x < −1 or 1 < x < 2,
f ′′(x) < 0 if − 2 < x < 0, inflection point (0, 1). (8 Pts)

4. For the function f(x) = 3x5 − 20x3, (12 Pts)
(a) find the intervals of increase or decrease,
(b) find the local maximum and minimum values,
(c) find the intervals of concavity and the inflection points,
(d) use the information from parts (a)-(c) to sketch the graph.

5. For the function f(x) = x−1
x−2 , (12 Pts)

(a) find the domain, x-intercept(s), y-intercept, vertical and horizontal asymptotes,
(b) find the intervals of increase or decrease,
(c) find the local maximum and minimum values,
(d) find the intervals of concavity and the inflection points,
(e) use the information from parts (a)-(d) to sketch the graph.

6. Find the limit. (12 Pts)

(a) lim
x→0

e2x−1−2x
x2 (b) lim

x→0

sinx−x cosx
x−sinx (c) lim

x→∞
x

1
x .

7. A farmer with 1200 ft of fencing wants to enclose a rectangular area and then divide it into
four pens with fencing parallel to one side of the rectangle. What is the largest possible
total area of the four pens? (10 Pts)

8. The top and bottom margins of a poster are each 6 cm and the side margins are each 4
cm. If the area of printed material on the poster is fixed at 384 cm2, find the dimensions
of the poster with the smallest area. (10 Pts)

9. Find the position of the particle if the particle is moving with the following data:
a(t) = sin t− cos t, s(0) = 2, v(0) = 2. (10 Pts)

10. Find f for f ′′(x) = 4− 6x− 40x3, f(0) = 2, f ′(0) = 1. (10 Pts)



Final Exam MTH 229 Total Pts: 115 12/12/2014

Name: Total Received:

Show all work for full credit. Write all your solutions on the blank papers.

1. Use the method of substitution to evaluate the integral. (20 Pts)

(a)
∫ sec2(lnx)

x dx (b)
∫

exdx
(2ex+5) (c)

∫
cos θ sin3 θdθ

(d)
∫ 3
0

4x√
x2+4

dx (e)
∫
4x3 cos(x4 − 3)dx

2. Evaluate the integral. (9 Pts)
(a)

∫
(2 secx− 3 tanx) secx dx (b)

∫
( 3x − 3√

1−x2
)dx (c)

∫ π
0 (5 cos θ − 4 sin θ) dθ

3. Use part II of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to find the derivatives of the following
functions: (a) g(x) =

∫ 5
x3(cos t+ et

3
)dt (b) h(x) =

∫ lnx
x3 t cos tdt (6 Pts)

4. First find f ′ and then find f for f ′′(x) = 20x3 − 4x, f ′(1) = 2, f(1) = 2. (7 Pts)

5. A box with a square base and open top must have a volume of 32,000 cm3. Find the
dimensions of the box that minimize the amount of material used. (7 Pts)

6. A farmer has 2400 ft of fencing and wants to fence off a rectangular field that borders a
straight river. He needs no fence along the river. What are the dimensions of the field
that has the largest area? What is the largest area? (7 Pts)

7. Sketch the graph of a function that satisfies all of the following conditions. (6 Pts)
f ′(0) = f ′(2) = f ′(4) = 0, f ′(x) > 0 if x < 0 or 2 < x < 4,
f ′(x) < 0 if 0 < x < 2 or x > 4, f ′′(x) > 0 if 1 < x < 3, f ′′(x) < 0 if x < 1 or x > 3.

8. For the function f(x) = x3 + 6x2 + 9x, (10 Pts)
(a) find the intervals of increase or decrease,
(b) find the local maximum and minimum values,
(c) find the intervals of concavity and the inflection points,
(d) use the information from parts (a)-(d) to sketch the graph.

9. Evaluate the limit. (12 Pts)

(a) lim
x→0

1−cosx
x2 (b) lim

x→0

√
4+x−2
x (c) lim

x→4

x3−16x
x−4 (d) lim

x→∞
1−x+3x2

2x−3x2−5

10. Car A is traveling west at 50 mi/h and car B is traveling north at 60 mi/h. Both are
headed for the intersection of the two roads. At what rate are the cars approaching each
other when Car A is 0.3 mi and car B is 0.4 mi from the intersection? (8 Pts)

11. Find dy
dx by implicit differentiation. (8 Pts)

(a) 2y3 + x2y + 4y2 = 6x (b) 4 cos y + sinx = y2 − 2x.

12. Find the derivative. (15 Pts)

(a) y =
(

x+1
2x−3

)2
(b) y = cos(tan(e(x

2+lnx))) (c) g(x) = secx ln(x3 − 4x)

(d) y = (x2 − 3)3(2x3 − 3x)4 (e) y = tan(2x− 1) ex
2−x
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